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The spread of  new forms of  work

Regulated forms of  work: 
employment contract, temporary agency work, student work, occasional work 
of  retired persons

Trends: 
2008 – 2016: drop of  employment contracts for 7,6 % 
18 % of  fixed- term (but: nearly 50% among youth)
10,2 % of  part-time (but: increased more than in EU, the most among East EU)
increase of  temporary agency work
constant presence of  student work
12,5 % of  self-employed, high increase of  self-employed who do not employ 
anyone and work on the client‘s premises (same apply for single-member private 
limited liability company)

Reality: High proporation of  „on call work“ of  self-employed person and 
students



Response of  the social partners (1): trade unions
How efficiently and legitimately represent employees’ interest? 

TU inability to attract them and to address their different interests
Which strategy for the diversification of  work relations? 

‘employee’ status v. membership decline
Freedom of  association in not limited in Slovenia, but right to strike yes: 
just for those, who have an employment contract
Validity of  collective agreements based on employment contract

No protection for those who work on civil basis
Collective agreements v. competition law

One of  the responses: Trade union of  precarious workers
Very individual approach
Special strategy for ’gig’ workers 
Different services offered to atypical workers.



Response of  the social partners (2) : employers 
organization

Tendency to decentralize collective bargaining 
Weakness to associate 
Taking advantage of  atypical forms of  work, but no strategy 
adopted
NB: different view considering the of  lack of  workforce



Response of  the social partners (3): government

Employment Relationship Act 2013: introduced the category of  
‘economically dependent person’

80 % of income from one employer
Some employment protection

BUT: very scarce effects in practice
difficult to apply in practice
low awareness and low motivation
Problem: many self-employed do not want to be ‘employed’; 
reasons: freedom, flexibility and lower taxes 

Amendment of  the Labour Inspection Act in 2017
Right to impose upon an employer the conclusion of  an 
employment contract



Response of  the social partners (3): platform work

Social partners have not expressed their view regarding platform work
Trade unions and some employers’ organization fiercely against Uber
However, platform are present in Slovenia:  



Effects of  new forms of  work on employee 
participation 

The legal basis for participatory rights is the employment 
contract
All others are excluded

temporary agency workers:  who is in fact the employer and 
who counts for works councils (active voting right)?
German solution?

Also problem of  values, knowledge and implementation



Some empirical evidence: interviews
TU of  precarious workers

’employees’ are not service providers
TU are not adapted to the current reality on the labour market, but 
this is our only future, so they need to adapt

Employer organization
Self-employed as a free economic activity, not as a precarious form of  
work, but they would include them in the collective agreement at a 
sectoral level.
Problems of  association. 

Slovenian platform
Main motive: undeclared work; prerequisite: regulated legal status
Not allowing cleaners to be dependent on them

Labour Inspectorate
Lots of  violation of  atypical forms of  work
Self-employed do not want to be employed



What is next?
Atypical forms of  work are a reality.
Simply focusing on legal categories is insufficient - tax, social security, 
etc, need to be addressed in a global approach
Collective bargaining rights (and more autonomy for collective 
bargaining in the context of  competition law) are very important
But….depends on willingness of  trade unions to confront the challenges 
of  atypical forms of  work
Possible directions:

Legislative changes
Strengthening the inspection
Policy making 
Raising awareness
Redefine the role of  social partners v. atypical forms of  work?


